In multiple regression analysis, the use of ridge regression estimator over the conventional ordinary least squares estimator was suggested by Hoerl and Kennard in 1970 to beat the problem of multicollinearity that may exist among the independent variables. Keeping this in mind, in the present study, the authors intend to develop and compare different confidence intervals for regression coefficients based on ridge regression estimator using bootstrap and jackknife methodology. For comparison, the coverage probabilities and confidence widths are calculated through a simulation study for the data which suffers from the problem of multicollinearity.
Introduction
In regression analysis, ridge regression estimator (RRE) can be of great use for the estimation of unknown regression coefficients in presence of multicollinearity among the regressors (Hoerl and Kennard [1] ). But apart from its ability to create good parameter estimates with smaller mean squared error (MSE) than the usual oridnary least squares estimator (OLSE), it must also provide fine solutions when dealing with more intricate inference problems like obtaining confidence intervals. As the distribution of RRE is completely known when the errors are Gaussian, the use of RRE in finding the confidence intervals for the regression parameters is marred by the fact it may be associated with serious bias and its distribution, specially for non normal errors, may not be easily characterized. Recently, Firinguetti and Bobadilla [2] developed asymptotic confidence intervals for the regression coefficients based on RRE and Edgeworth expansion.
Crivelli et. al. [3] proposed the use of a technique that combines the bootstrap and the Edgeworth expansion to obtain an approximation to the distribution of some ridge regression estimators and carried out some simulation experiments.
The most commonly used confidence intervals are approximate confidence intervals which are also known as standard intervals (or normal theory intervals) having the following general form
whereθ is an estimate of the unknown population parameter θ ,σ is the standard error ofθ , and z (α) is the 100α th percentile of a normal variate, (for example z (0.95) = 1.645 etc.). The main drawback of standard intervals is that they are based on an asymptotic approximation that may not be accurate in practice. There has been considerable progress on developing better confidence intervals techniques for improving the standard interval, involving bias corrections and parameter transformations. These methods produce approximate confidence intervals that have better coverage accuracy than the standard one. Some references under this area include Efron [4] , Hall [5] , DiCiccio and Tibshirani [6] . The confidence intervals based on the resampling methods like bootstrap and jackknife can be seen as automatic algorithms for carrying out these improvements. The bootstrap and jackknife are known as the two powerful resampling methods for variance estimation for complex statistics even for non normal errors which is why they could be used for producing confidence intervals. Next section consists of the model, the estimators and the different forms of confidence intervals based on bootstrap and jackknife methods.
The model, estimators & confidence intervals
Consider the following multiple linear regression model
where y is an n × 1 vector of observations on the variable to be explained, X is an n × p matrix of n observations on p explanatory variables assumed to be of full column rank, β is a p × 1 vector of regression coefficients associated with them and u is an n × 1 vector of disturbances, the elements of which are assumed to be i.i.d. with
The OLSE for β in model (2) is given byβ
that is well known to be the best linear unbiased estimator. As stated earlier, OLSE may result in large sampling variances in the presence of multicollinearity and therefore may produce estimators which are not in tune with the researcher's prior belief. To deal with this problem, Hoerl and Kennard [1] proposed the ridge regression estimator by allowing some bias into the estimator which resulted in smaller MSE. The estimator is given bŷ
where k ≥ 0 and A = X ′ X + kI.
Later, in order to reduce the problem of bias associated with RRE, Singh et al. [7] proposed an almost unbiased ridge estimator using the Jackknife technique that was introduced by Quenouille [8] as a general method for reducing the bias of an estimator. Later Tukey [9] proposed that this technique may also offer a simple method to obtain the confidence intervals for the parameters of interest. The estimator given by Singh et al. [7] is called the jackknifed ridge estimator (JRE) and it is given byβ
The application of the jackknife technique in this context was also investigated in Nyquist [10] , independently for bias reduction, variance estimation and tracing of influential observations. For recent developments in jackknifed ridge estimator, see Khurana et. al. [11] .
c 2018 BISKA Bilisim Technology Now for bootstrapping, firstly, for the model defined in (2), we fit the least squares regression equation for full sample, calculate the standardized residualsû i and then draw an n sized bootstrap sample with replacement (û
n ) from the residualsû i 's giving 1/n probability to eachû i . After this, we obtain the bootstrap y values using the resampled residuals keeping the design matrix fixed as shown below
We then regress these bootstrapped y values on the fixed X to obtain the bootstrap estimates of the regression coefficients.
So, the RRE from the first bootstrap sample iŝ
Repeating the above steps B times, where B is the number of bootstrap samples, the bootstrap RRE for β is given bȳ
The estimated bias is given by
The estimated variance of RRE through bootstrap is given as
Now, based on these estimates, we construct the confidence intervals for the regression coefficient β in following subsection.
Confidence Intervals for Regression Coefficients using RRE
There are several methods for constructing bootstrap confidence intervals based on the estimate of variance given in (7) are described briefly below.
Normal theory method
The first method for constructing bootstrap confidence interval is based on the assumption that the sampling distribution ofβ RRE is normal. A 95% confidence interval for β based on RRE is
where α = 0.05, Var est is the bootstrap estimate of the variance ofβ RRE as defined in (7) and
quantile of the standard normal distribution.
Percentile method
Another method for the construction of bootstrap confidence intervals is the bootstrap percentile method which is the most popular among all primarily due to its simplicity and natural appeal. In this method, we use the empirical quantiles ofβ * RRE to form the confidence interval for β . A 95% confidence interval for 1000 bootstrap resamples iŝ
is the r th observation in the ordered bootstrap replicates ofβ * RRE .
Studentized-t method
Another method for constructing the bootstrap confidence intervals is the studentized bootstrap, also called the bootstrap-t method. The studentized-t bootstrap confidence interval takes the same form as the normal confidence interval except that instead of using the quantiles from a normal distribution, the quantiles are calculated using the bootstrapped t-distribution (see Davison and Hinkley [12] and Efron and Tibshirani [13] ). Bootstrapping a statistical function of the form t = (β RRE − β )/(SE), where SE is the sample estimate of the standard error ofβ RRE results in extra accuracy (see Hall [14] ). The bootstrap form of this is given by
where SE * is the standard error based on bootstrap distribution. Denote the 100s th bootstrap percentile of t * by b s and consider the statement that (b 0.025 < t < b 0.975 ) and after substituting t = (β RRE − β )/SE, we get confidence limits for β asβ
This interval is known as bootstrap-t based confidence interval for β at 95% confidence level. The use of studentized bootstrap is not suitable for some cases mostly where the endpoints of the intervals are too wide or the outliers are present.
On the other hand, percentile bootstrap endpoints are simple to calculate and can work well, especially if the sampling distribution is symmetrical but it may not have the correct coverage when the sampling distribution of the statistic is skewed. Its coverage can be improved by adjusting the endpoints for bias. This method is known as Bias corrected accelerated (BCa) method which we discuss in the next subsection.
BCa method
If we have a distribution which is skewed, few adjustments are required. One method which is proved to be reliable in such cases is BCa method, this method will tend to be closer to the true confidence interval than the percentile method.
For a detailed review on the same, see Efron [4] , Hall [5] , Efron and Tibshirani [13] . 
The upper endpoint,β RRE(BCa) [α] of the one-sided confidence interval at α level i.e. β ∈ (−∞,β RRE(BCa) [α] ) is defined in terms ofĜ and two parameters z 0 , the bias correction and a, the acceleration. The BCa endpoint is given bŷ
Here Φ is the standard normal distribution function, with z (α) = Φ −1 (α). The BCa algorithm estimates z 0 byẑ
The acceleration a is estimated asâ
For calculating U i , we can use the following jackknife influence function (see Hinkley [15] ) in (10)
whereβ RRE(i) is the estimate of β based on the reduced data set by removing the i th observation from the data.
Another method known as the ABC (approximate bootstrap confidence intervals) method was proposed by Efron [4] , that
gives analytic adjustment to BCa method for smoothly defined parameters in exponential families. They are touted in the literature as improvements for common parametric and non-parametric BCa procedures, and may be preferred in order to avoid the BCa's Monte Carlo calculations (see DiCiccio and Efron [16] ; Efron and Tibshirani [13] ; DiCiccio and Efron [17] ). The authors adopted this method in the linear model setup, however did not notice any significant improvement in its performance over the BCa method. Hence, this method has not been not pursued in the numerical investigations carried out.
Jackknife method
Jackknife technique is generally used to reduce the bias of parameter estimates and to estimate the variance. A 95% jackknife confidence interval for β based on RRE iŝ
where α = 0.05, t 1 − α 2 ; n − p is the upper α 2 × 100% point of the Students t-distribution with (n − p) degrees of freedom and v ii is the i th diagonal element of the following variance estimate of RRE.
where Q i ′ s are the pseudo values defined as
whereβ RRE(−i) is RRE calculated by deleting the i th row from the data and w i = x i ′ A −1 x i where A is as defined earlier and x ′ i is the i th row of X matrix.
In order to compare these methods of constructing asymptotic confidence intervals based on RRE and OLSE, coverage probabilities which is defined as the proportion that the confidence interval includes the true parameter, under repeated sampling from the same underlying population and confidence width which is the difference between the upper and lower confidence endpoints have been calculated. In the next section, a simulation study to obtain the confidence widths and coverage probabilities based on the confidence intervals developed using RRE and OLSE has been carried out.
A simulation study
After getting into some theoretical aspects of each method to construct confidence intervals, the methods are applied on simulated data and their performance is compared based on the coverage probabilities and confidence widths. The model
where u ∼ N(0, 1). Here β is taken as the normalized eigen vector corresponding to the largest eigen value of X ′ X. The explanatory variables are generated from the following equation
where w i j are independent standard normal pseudo-random numbers and ρ 2 is the correlation between the two explanatory variables for j, j ′ < p and j = j ′ . When j or j ′ = p, the correlation will be ρ. β ′ β as given by Hoerl et al. [18] , so that
For calculating different bootstrap confidence intervals like Normal, Percentile, Studentized and BCa, the function called 'boot.ci' in R is used. The confidence limits through jackknife are calculated using (11) . The coverage probabilities and average confidence width using 1999 bootstrap resamples are calculated and the experiment is repeated 1000 times. The coverage probability, say CP is calculated using the following formula
and the average confidence width, say CW is calculated by
where N is the simulation size,β L andβ U are lower and upper confidence interval endpoints respectively. The results for coverage probability and average confidence width at 95% and 99% confidence levels with different values of n and ρ are summarized in Table 1-Table 4 . Note that in all the tables, column namely OLSE gives the coverage probability and confidence width based on the confidence intervals throughβ OLSE using t-distribution.
From Tables 1 and 2 , it is found that the coverage probabilities of all the intervals improve with the increasing value of n and become close to each other which is due to the consistency of the estimators. It is evident from Tables 3 and 4 that the confidence intervals based on RRE have shorter widths in comparison to the width of the interval based on OLSE.
It is interesting to note that the coverage probabilities and confidence widths through OLSE and through jackknife are very close to each other. Also, from Tables 3 and 4 , it can be seen that with the increasing collinearity between the dependent variables, the difference between the confidence width of interval based on OLSE and intervals based on RRE is increasing. Also, with the increasing value of sample size, the confidence width of all the intervals is decreasing.
According to Tables 1 and 2 , all the bootstrap methods are generally conservative in terms coverage probabilities, however jackknife method seems to give coverage probabilities closer to the target. In terms of confidence width, resampling methods have smaller confidence width than the OLSE; jackknife method having larger confidence width than bootstrap methods. In noting that bootstrap methods are conservative with smaller confidence width, they seem to have an advantage over the jackknife method.
Conclusion
In the present study, the use of different confidence intervals based on bootstrap and jackknife resampling methods is illustrated. We computed the coverage probabilities and confidence width based on RRE using different bootstrap and jackknife methods based on a simulation study and compared it with that of OLSE which we computed using t-intervals.
The shorter confidence widths obtained through RRE show its superiority over OLSE in the case of multicollinearity.
Bootstrap methods produces intervals having shorter width than that of intervals produced by jackknife. This shows that the bootstrap method has a slight edge over the jackknife method. 
